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Abstract

A standard boundary element method �BEM� discretisation for the electromagnetic com�
patibility �EMC� problem is analysed� revealing the near�singularity of the dense linear system
for the lower frequency range� Next� a new basis transformation is presented� that separates
the dominating capacitive e�ects from the small� but important inductive e�ects� On this
basis a sparse approximate inverse is constructed� that is used not only as a preconditioner�
but also as a smoother for a multi�level preconditioner� The number of matrix�vector mul�
tiplications for the iterative solver is further reduced by reusing information� Ritz vectors�
obtained from previous right�hand side solves� are injected into the search space of GMRESR�
thereby skipping the stagnation phase� Reuse of information from the previous frequency
computations has also been attempted� but this is less e�ective� Test results for the di�erent
methods are presented and compared�

� Introduction

All electrical appliances have to be conform the electromagnetic compatibility �EMC� laws� which
means that the eradiated electromagnetic �eld must comply to some restrictions� To shorten the
design process� it is important to be able to get fast and accurate predictions for EMC properties�
This involves calculating the response of a conducting shape to several excitation sources for a
wide range of frequencies� These results can also be used for the analysis of an electrostatic
discharge� Also� the same type of problem has to be solved for electromagnetic scattering and
antenna simulations�

These problems can be solved by solving the Maxwell equations on the domain� using a �nite
element method �FEM� ���� However� we are interested in the properties of the eradiated �eld�
which theoretically extends to in�nity� In practice the domain can be truncated at some distance�
but we will have to extend the domain far beyond the size of the object� and impose some arti�cial
boundary condition�

An alternative approach uses a boundary integral formulation� leading to a boundary element
method �BEM�� This electromagnetic problem can be written as an integral equation on the
surface of the conductor� In this way we can calculate the currents resulting from the excitation�
which we can use to calculate the eradiated �elds� Hereby� we reduce the domain of the problem
from 	
 to �
dimensional� and skip the need to extend the domain beyond the size of the object�
This can dramatically reduce the number of unknowns� but it makes it necessary to solve a dense
linear system instead of the sparse system involved with the FE method� The BE method is most
e�ective for problems with lots of empty space�

It is also possible to combine the two methods� If some regions of the domain are dense with
conductors� these can be treated with the FE method� while other� more empty regions� including
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the exterior� are treated with the BE method� This requires some connection mechanism for the
di�erent types of regions�

We will study the pure BE method to solve EMC problems� However� the methods described
here can also be used for other problems of the same type� and may also lead to good precondi

tioners for the BEM part of a mixed method�

Modelling with the boundary element method leads to the necessity to solve many large dense
linear systems� Because of the bad condition and the density of the matrix this is often done with
direct solvers� but we will show that� after constructing a clever basis� an iterative solver combined
with a good preconditioner may lead to a faster method�

� Physics and discretisation

The problem of interest is written as a boundary integral equation on the conductor surface � ��
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Here� G is the Green function
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� is the angular frequency of the excitation� k � ��c � ���� is the corresponding wave number
andr� indicates the gradient or divergence restricted to the conductor surface �� The �rst integral
is called the capacitive part and is due to the surface charge density � �

r� � J � i�� � � � �	�

The second integral is called the inductive part and is due to the surface current density J� The
third term is due to the surface impedance Z which is often very small� The right
hand side is the
external electric �eld� which acts as a the driving force� Equation �� is called the Electric Field
Integral Equation �EFIE�� The EFIE is known to lead to problems with internal resonances ���
but since our models only consist of thin plates and wires� this should not be a problem here�

To solve the linear EFIE ��� we discretise it with a Galerkin approach� which is also called
the method of moments in this context� We rewrite the EFIE in a weak form� where we use only
a �nite number of test functions ���x�� � �  � � � n� and we use the same functions as a basis for
the current density �

J�x� �
X
�

x����x� � ���

This results in a set of linear algebraic equations that can be written in matrix form

Ax � b � ���

with

A � C � L � R
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The conductors are composed of thin wires and plates� The conductor surface � should there

fore contain a front and back plane for each plate� If the plate is thin enough� we can combine
the current on the front and back surface in one current� This reduces � to one plane per plate
and helps to signi�cantly reduce the numerical work� For the thin wires we will use only currents
along the wire� independent of the angle�

� Matrix properties

We can derive some properties of the matrix A by examining the integrals in ���� First we note
that the matrix A is a dense� complex symmetric matrix� Next we see that A has the largest
elements for close interactions� which are mostly imaginary� This means that A�i is relatively
close to a real symmetric �inde�nite� matrix� Consequently� most eigenvalues of A will be close to
the imaginary axis� Using energy conservation arguments� we can show that all eigenvalues of A
must have positive real parts� However� for most eigenvalues� the real part is small compared to
the imaginary part�

Very important for the spectrum of A is the fact that� in general� the capacitive matrix C has
a large null space� Cx represents the electric �eld due to the charge accumulation that results
from a current represented by x� If this current is a divergence free current� there will be no
charge accumulation and Cx will be zero� In the discretised case� such divergence free currents
are the currents that form a closed loop� For each independent loop there will be an independent
divergence free current and together they span the null space of C� Depending on the model
geometry� its dimension will typically be in the order of �� of the dimension of C�

From the de�nitions ��� we see that C � �
�

� while L � �� This implies that for small enough
frequencies � �� much larger then the size of the model�� the inductive part L will be much smaller
than the capacitive part C� Since the resistive part R is usually very small� the capacitive e�ects
will dominate� However� on the null space of C only the inductive and resistive e�ects are left�
which are relatively small� This results in a cluster of relatively small eigenvalues of the dimension
of the null space of C� These eigenvalues can be several orders of magnitude smaller than the
remainder of the eigenvalues and this is a big problem for iterative solvers�

To make this more precise� we analysed the continuous spectrum of an in�nite board and in�nite
wire in appendices A� and A��� When using an approximately uniform grid� this continuous
spectrum can give an indication of the behaviour of the discrete spectrum of A� In the case of a
discretised board�wire of �nite size� we can expect the eigenvectors to correspond approximately
to modes that �t on the board�wire and on the discretisation� This gives upper and lower cuto�
frequencies of the order of ���L � jqj � ���h� with uniformly distributed values in between� Since
we may expect the solution to oscillate with wavelength � over interior regions� we have to chose
a grid su�ciently �ne to be able to accurately represent this� In practice h � ���� is used� which
means that ���h � ����� � ��k� The result is that most of the eigenvectors of the matrix will
come from the region beyond the resonance �jqj 	 k��

For the inductive part of the spectrum� the eigenvalues are proportional to �jqj so that the
high frequency eigenvalues tend to cluster towards the cuto� eigenvalue� which is nice for the
convergence of an iterative solver� However� this cuto� eigenvalue will tend to zero for increasingly
�ne grids� leading to a growing condition number of the matrix� The capacitive part of the
spectrum is proportional to jqj� which does not lead to clustering and is thus not favourable for
the convergence of an iterative solver� Here� �ner grids also lead to a growing condition number�

In total this gives us the following estimate for the �spectral� condition number of A for low
frequencies and no resistance


�A� �
���

h�k�
�
��

h�
� ���

where possible resonances may lead to even worse values� Note that for low frequencies the edge
e�ects and the geometry dictate the element size h� leading to a much smaller h than required by

	



the inequality used above� As a conservative example� for a pretty coarse grid size of  cm and an
intermediate frequency of � MHz ���	� m� we still get 
�A� � ���

For the higher frequencies� not the high frequency modes but the resonances lead to problems�
Since the resonances depend strongly on the geometry and the frequency� this condition number
is quite hard to estimate�

� Constructing a new basis

For low frequencies� standard preconditioning techniques will encounter severe di�culties because
of the large cluster of small eigenvalues dictated by L�R� Since the contribution of L�R to the
elements of A will be very small compared with the contribution of C� a standard preconditioner
will not be able to capture the behaviour of A on the null space of C� It is possible to precondition
the part dominated by C� but the large cluster of small eigenvalues will remain una�ected�

To overcome the problem of the cluster of small eigenvalues we will try to separate the con

tribution of L � R� visible in the small eigenvalues� from the contribution of C� seen in the large
eigenvalues� To achieve this� we will use a basis for the small eigenvalue subspace and a basis for
the remaining large eigenvalue subspace�

From the topology of the discretisation we can construct a set of basis vectors Kl for the null
space of C� which contains all the independent loop currents� We then have that CKl � �� and
since CT � C also KT

l C � �� Note that in practice Kl will contain mainly small local loops on
the boards and only a few global loops� resulting in a sparse Kl� The basis vectors Kc for the
remainder of the space can still be chosen freely� Kc need not be orthogonal to Kl� but should not
make small angles with Kl either� because this would lead to numerical problems in the solution
process� We now de�ne the basis transformation Q � �Kl�Kc� by

AQ � QTAQ �

�
KT
l �L � R�Kl KT

l �L � R�Kc

KT
c �L � R�Kl KT

c �C � L � R�Kc

�
� ���

On this new basis� C is restricted to one block� As a result� the contribution of L � R� that
determines the behaviour of A on the null space of C� is not hidden behind the C any more� and
a preconditioner may be able to capture it� Note that AQ is still symmetric�

The question remains how to select Kc� the second part of the new basis� Since the �rst part
deals with chargeless currents� Kc should represent all possible charges� Furthermore� we know
that the operator associated with the potential due to charges is quite well behaved �see appendix
A�� In electrostatics this is given by

V �x� �

Z
�

G�x�x����x��d�x� � ���

where � is the surface charge density and V the electrostatic potential� We will try to get a similar
operator for KT

c CKc� by choosing the right basis vectors Kc� Since capacitive e�ects dominate
this part of AQ� we hope KT

c �C � L � R�Kc will behave alike� The basis vectors Kc describe a
current� which means that they always have total zero charge� It is therefore impossible to get
pure charge basis functions� However� we can devise currents so that one charge element has a unit
positive charge and the others have a small negative charge� such that the total charge is again
zero� Filling Kc with these vectors makes sure that KT

c CKc is �up to a constant� the discretised
operator of equation ����

This can also be expressed in matrix terms� From the EFIE �� or from equation �	� and
E � �rV we can see that the �current � �eld� matrix C can be composed from the �charge �
potential� matrix D associated with ���� the surface gradient matrix R and the surface divergence
matrix RT �

C � RDRT � ���

C is the n 	 n matrix in ��� and D is an m 	 m matrix associated with ���� with n the total
number of current degrees of freedom and m the number of charge degrees of freedom� The surface
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Figure � Left� Current and charge of the quasi
charge basis functions on the wires� Right�
Current for the quasi
charge basis functions on the boards� The dotted lines denote the grid� the
arrows the current �thickness is proportional to the current��

gradient matrix R is a sparse n	m matrix with on each row one � and one � element� From
���� we see that Kl� the null space of C� is equal to the null space of RT� This null space Kl has
at least size n �m� but since R does not have full rank it is larger� For each disconnected part
of the conductor surface the gradient of a constant function is zero� thus decreasing the rank of
R by one� and increasing the dimension of the null space of C by one� As a result� the dimension
of this null space is n � m � p� where p is the number of disconnected parts in the conductor
surface� We would like KT

c CKc � KT
c RDR

TKc to have the same nice behaviour as D� so we
would like to chose Kc such that KT

c R � RTKc � I � Unfortunately this is impossible because
R does not have full rank� We can chose Kc such that KT

c R � RTKc �  � E� where  � E
is a projection on the space of total zero charge per disconnected conductor� In the case of one
connected conductor �p � �� the matrix E has all elements equal to �m� We now see that
KT
c CKc � KT

c RDR
TKc � �� E�D�� E�� which represents D restricted to the space of total

zero charge and potential� This is physically the same� because the total charge is zero and only
potential di�erences are important�

This ideal Kc can be constructed� but it takes too much time and it will lead to a dense
matrix Kc� which makes basis transformations expensive� However� we can make a cheap sparse
approximation by quasi
charge currents� These are currents that transport charge from a region
around a particular charge element to that central charge element� The resulting charge is large
positive on the central charge element and small negative on the remainder of the region� In the
case of a wire� the quasi
charge current is fully determined by the required charge distribution�
For the board� we have some freedom in choosing the currents and that freedom can be used to
try to minimise KT

l Kc� The quasi
charge currents we used are shown in Figure �
Choosing these quasi
charge currents for the second part of the new basis will lead to an �over


complete� basis Q with �n�m � p� � m � n � p vectors� The null space of Q will correspond to
the null space of Kc and its basis will be formed by the vectors with a constant quasi
charge on
the disconnected parts of the conductor� Since we now know these vectors� this subspace can be
de�ated in the iterative solver�

The new Q basis can also be seen from an other point of view� The operator KT
l can be

interpreted as a discretised version of the surface rotation� while the currents in Kl are divergence
free� The currents in Kc have a strongly peaked divergence �charge� and a relatively low rotation�
This basis transformation might thus be related to a splitting in divergence free and rotation free

�



currents� A side e�ect is that KT
l Kc is relatively small� which results in small KT

l AKc and KT
c AKl

due to a relatively dominant and constant diagonal of A�
As a result the KT

l AKl part is decoupled rather well from the KT
c AKc part� This decoupling

leads to an e�ective block
diagonal preconditioning with separate preconditioners for the KT
l AKl

and the KT
c AKc blocks�

� Preconditioning

We can now use a conventional preconditioner for the matrix AQ� but we will have to adjust this
to the density of AQ� We propose to use the sparse approximate inverse of Grote and Huckle �	��
also because of its its potential parallelism� This approach is very expensive for a dense matrix�
so we will apply this to a sparsi�ed matrix Asp

Q � We get this sparsi�ed matrix by using only those
matrix elements that correspond to interactions between physically close elements� To gain even
more� the sparsity pattern of the approximate inverse can be �xed in advance� again by using a
small
distance criterion� The results is that we do a simple Frobenius norm minimisation

min
M
jjAsp

QM � I jjF ��

where the sparsity pattern of M is �xed� We will refer to this as the sparse approximate inverse
�SAI� in the remainder of this paper�

In the sparsi�cation of the matrix� we throw away the terms that are important only for the
long range behaviour� Hence we cannot expect a good preconditioner for long range e�ects� For
the highly oscillating eigenfunctions� the resulting long distance �eld will be negligible because
of the cancellation� For these highly oscillating eigenfunctions the near interaction terms are the
most important ones and they can be represented quite well in the preconditioner� This results
in an e�ective preconditioner for the removal of the highly oscillating modes corresponding to the
extreme eigenvalues that caused the bad condition ��� for low source frequencies� This is precisely
what we see in practice� the best preconditioned eigenfunctions are the fast oscillating ones� and
the bad ones are only varying over larger distances� Fourier analysis con�rms that preconditioning
with the exact inverse of the truncated operator works well for highly oscillating functions� for
more details see appendix A�	�

A problem with the SAI preconditioner is the convergence behaviour when the discretisation
is re�ned� To maintain convergence speed we need to increase the number of nonzeroes per row
in Asp

Q and M as h��� which leads to rapidly growing costs�
If we combine the SAI preconditioner with a preconditioner for the slowly varying eigenfunc


tions� using a coarse grid� we obtain a multilevel preconditioner ���� It is easy to construct a
coarser basis for the two new scalar quantities and we put these coarse basis functions in a tall
rectangular interpolation matrix P � and de�ne the accompanying restriction to be PT� We form
the corresponding coarse grid matrix directly from the �ne grid matrix by

AQP � PTAQP � ���

As a smoother we use the sparse approximate inverse� This gives us all the ingredients for a
multigrid V
cycle that approximates the solution of AQx � b� and can be used as a preconditioner
for an iterative solver like GMRES ���� The V
cycle consists of a recursion of 	 steps �


 Pre�smoothing� The high
frequency modes in the residual b are damped by multiplication
with the smoother M �

x� � Mb

r� � b�AQx� � ��AQM�b �	�


 Coarse grid correction� Now that the residual r� is smooth� it can be represented rather
well on the coarser grid �rc � PTr��� The much smaller coarse grid system can be inverted

�



approximately �xc � A��
QP rc� and the solution can be interpolated to the �ner grid for the

correction of the previous solution �

x� � x� � P A��
QP PTr�

r� � b�AQx� � ��AQ P A��
QP PT�r� ���


 Post�smoothing� The high frequency modes are again removed from the residual �

x� � x� � Mr�

r� � b�AQx� � �� AQM�r� ���

The coarse grid solve will be done by another V
cycle on the coarse grid� introducing an even
coarser grid� This will continue until the grid is coarse enough to do a direct solve� For our problem
we coarsen the grid by a factor of approximately � in each direction leading to around � times less
coarse grid unknowns� To perform the V
cycle on the coarser grid� we also need a smoother for
that level� Here� we again use the SAI preconditioner� now applied to Asp

QP � PTAsp
QP �

Note that the calculation of AQ from A is very expensive because of the large and dense matrix
A� However� we do not need to know AQ explicitly� but we only need a sparsi�ed version for the
SAI smoother� which is not too expensive to construct� The matrix vector multiplications with AQ

can be performed by consecutive multiplication with Q� A� and QT� AQP is calculated explicitly
using �QP �TA�QP �� which is cheaper because of the low column dimension of QP �

Note that this method for obtaining the coarse grid matrix cannot trivially be used in combi

nation with a matrix
free matrix vector multiplication like the fast multipole methods� However�
we only need to know A explicitly to be able to do matrix vector multiplications with the coarse
grid matrices� If we have an e�cient matrix
free way to calculate matrix vector multiplications on
all levels� we do not need to know A explicitly� By combining the di�erent levels of interpolations
and restrictions with the di�erent levels of projections in the fast multipole method� in principle
a matrix
free multigrid method is possible�

� Reusing information

In practical EMC simulation we have to solve the system ��� for multiple right
hand sides and
multiple frequencies� We would like to make optimal use of this by maximally reusing information�

The reuse of the GMRES polynomial for multiple right
hand sides� as done as in most block
methods� is not advantageous in our case� In general� this will increase the number of iterations
�the �xed GMRES polynomial is optimal only for one right
hand side� and it may only save on
the GMRES inner products� vector updates and the reduced system solve� which are not the cpu

dominating factors here� Simonicini and Gallopoulos compared some methods and proposed their
own MHGMRES method ���� but they still assume that the matrix vector product is relatively
cheap in order to make the method pro�table� In our case� the dense matrix vector multiplication
will dominate the cpu
costs� and only a reduction in the number of matrix vector products can
signi�cantly decrease the work� To accomplish this� we have to reuse matrix vector multiplication
information from previous solves with the same matrix� This can be done by starting the next
solve with the search space from the previous solve� for which we still know the image under A� For
this we can use the GCR method ��� with some additions� What we get is GMRESR ���� which
allows the injection of an arbitrary search space and variable preconditioning� In ��� GMRESR
is also used to inject a search space from previous right
hand side solves� but we will do it slightly
di�erent�

When solving Ax � b with GMRESR� we build a search space V and shadow space U � such
that AV � U and UHU � � and chose the best approximation to the solution from the search
space V � If we start V with b and expand it with the residual in each step� then we are building the
same Krylov subspace as in ordinary GMRES and� in exact arithmetic� we get the same results for
GMRESR and GMRES� However� since we store the shadow space separately� V is not restricted
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Chose k� Vk � �v�� � � � � vk� and Uk � �u�� � � � � uk�
such that AVk � Uk and UH

k Uk � 
xk � VkU

H
k b
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H
k b
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Main properties �
xk � arg min

x�Vk
jjb�Axjj�

rk � Uk

Figure �� The GMRESR algorithm with search space injection and variable preconditioner Mk�

to Krylov subspaces� but we can use any subspace� This implies that we can expand V di�erently�
For fast convergence� we have to expand V with an approximate solution to Av � r� where r is the
residual� The way this approximation is made �the preconditioner� can change from step to step�
leading to a variable preconditioned method� An other degree of freedom is that we can start the
iteration with any pair �V� U� that satis�es AV � U and UHU � � We will call this search space

injection� The GMRESR algorithm with search space injection and variable preconditioning is
shown in Figure �� Unfortunately we have to pay for this �exibility� we have to keep and update
both V and U � leading to twice as many vector updates and double the memory requirements
compared with GMRES� However� since our matrix
vector multiplication is the most expensive
part in terms of cpu
time and memory requirements� this is not a big problem for our application�

The complete injection of the previous V and U will lead to a large search space� and this
will lead to much work in the orthogonalisation and it might also lead to memory problems� To
prevent this� we want to reuse only the most relevant information� To separate the relevant from
the less relevant information� we calculate Ritz values and vectors from V and U � and select those
Ritz vectors that represent eigenvalues that cause slow convergence� These Ritz vectors can now
be injected in the next solve�

From a pair �V� U� we can calculate harmonic Ritz vectors and values by calculating the
eigenvalues and vectors of UHV �



�
y � UHV y  ��a�

y � �UHV y  ��b�

Uy � �UUHV y � �V y � ��� UUH�V y � ��c�

AV y � �V y � r � ��d�

Ax � �x � r � ��e�

Note that the residual r is orthogonal to U � In the �rst step we assume that UHV is non
singular�

�



thus � �� �� If U and V are near orthogonal� the projection in ��c� will move almost all information
to the residual r� leading to very bad Ritz vectors and values� In practice we have not observed
this� but if it would happen this would only imply that we will not see any acceleration from the
injection of these vectors�

Since the preconditioned matrix determines the convergence behaviour� we would like to reuse
the Ritz
vectors and 
values of the preconditioned system in further solves� We therefore have
to use implicit preconditioning� where the A in the algorithm is the preconditioned matrix� As a
consequence we can not use a variable preconditioner�

The Ritz vector injection really improves the robustness of the method� It results in the removal
of the stagnation phase in the convergence� as is seen in Figure 	 �see the discussion in section ���
and it will make the cpu
time needed to solve the system less dependent on the problem� Only
for the �rst right
hand side we need to overcome the stagnation phase� but the other right
hand
sides will require an� almost constant� small number of iterations�

When solving the same problem for di�erent frequencies� it is possible to use the solutions
obtained with the previous frequencies as an initial guess for the new frequency� In order to
predict the way the solution will change when the frequency is changed� we investigate how the
operator changes when the frequency changes� This change is nonlinear and it has two sources�
First� the Green function ��� changes� which has a complicated e�ect� Second� the factor �� in the
capacitive part and the factor � in the inductive part of the EFIE equation �� give a more traceable
change� This second change implies that the capacitive and inductive parts of the solution scale
as � and ��� respectively� Since we separated these parts in the basis transformation� we can use
this scaling as a crude predictor� This strategy works well for simple problems� low frequencies�
and small frequency di�erences� Since it is very expensive to calculate the new matrix A for a
new frequency� it is not an option to go through the frequency domain with very small steps� as is
sometimes done in continuation problems� The only way to make this e�ective is to get a better
predictor scheme�

One way of improving the predictor is to exploit a longer frequency history� The �Marching

on
in
Frequency� approached described in ��� has a slightly di�erent background� but the idea can
be used and enhanced here� The idea is to use the linear combination of the solutions at previous
frequencies that minimises the residual� as a starting point for the new solve� In view of the
di�erent behaviour of the capacitive and inductive parts of the solution� this can be optimised by
allowing di�erent coe�cients for the di�erent components of the previous solutions� Experiments
indicate that for very small frequency steps the residual reduction can be considerable� up to only
one order of magnitude from the residual of the previous solutions� if � or � frequencies were used�
For the larger frequency steps� we could get up to � orders of magnitude reduction using 	 previous
frequencies� exploiting a longer history could not decrease the residual further�

For second and later right
hand sides it is possible to combine this strategy with the previously
described Ritz vector injection in order to overcome initial stagnation� We now reuse both the
solutions of the previous frequencies and the Ritz vectors of the previous right
hand sides �at the
same frequencies�� which gives good results for small frequency steps �see Figure 	�� However�
for the �rst right
hand side we do not have the Ritz vectors� Reusing Ritz vectors from previous
frequencies does not work well since the most essential eigenvectors change most rapidly with the
frequency� The stagnation of the solver for the �rst right
hand side is� so far� an unsolved problem�

� Experimental results

In our experiments we have used 	 di�erent methods for the solution of the linear systems �
� A direct solver from LAPACK�
� Full GMRESR with the sparse approximate inverse �SAI� preconditioning�
� Full GMRESR with the multigrid V
cycle �MG� as preconditioner�

The iterative solvers where terminated when the relative residual norm was less than ��	�
We have tested the di�erent methods for a test problem with two boards� two connecting

wires� and a long antenna wire� The boards are square and their physical size is �	� meter� the
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Figure 	� The result of reusing information� All lines for ��MHz� �rst �o� and second �x� right

hand side� with ��� and without �� �� information from 	 previous frequencies �MHz steps��
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Table � Cpu
time in seconds� crude order estimation and expected order for the calculation of
A and the 	 solution methods� Times are split in preparation and solve time� The number of
iterations is shown in parenthesis�

antenna is about � meter long� This is still a relatively simple geometry� but it already gives a
good impression of the behaviour of the di�erent methods� Figure 	 shows an example of the
convergence history using di�erent combinations of the SAI and MG preconditioners and the
information reusing methods described in section �� In Table  we show the cpu
times for one
right
hand side and one frequency of �� MHz �� � 	 m�� using � di�erent grid sizes ranging from
� to �� elements per wavelength� Note that since the physics is scalable� the numerical results
are the same when all lengths �including the wavelength� are scaled�

We may expect that the e�ectiveness of our approach is frequency dependent� The idea of the
basis transformation �section �� was inspired by low frequency problems and based on relatively
strong capacitive e�ects� From Figure � we see for which frequency range this approach works well�
We see that the convergence deteriorates as the frequency increases� For the largest frequencies
the solvers did not converge within an acceptable number of iterations� For these frequencies the
wavelength � is so small compared with the element size �h � ��� cm� that this discretisation
does not make much sense� Drastic re�nement of the discretisation was not possible because of
computer memory limitations� Reducing h with a factor of � would result in a � Gbyte matrix�
This will only be possible on a parallel machine or with a matrix free method for the matrix vector
multiplication�
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Figure �� Frequency dependence for problem size n � ����� The maximum element size was
h � ��� cm� The vertical line shows the frequency where � � �h�

� Conclusion

We have seen that by constructing a better basis� we have e�ectively changed a linear system
that was di�cult to solve into one that could be preconditioned with �slightly adjusted� standard
methods like SAI and multigrid� and this leads to e�ective iterative methods� By reusing infor

mation we can reduce the work even further� For the dense linear systems in EMC problems� we
have shown that� with these techniques� iterative methods can be substantially faster than a direct
solver�

The next step will be to get rid of the explicit use of the dense matrix� by using a matrix
free
method which hopefully leads to further improvement for the larger problems�
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A Fourier analysis

A�� The in�nite board

In this section we will derive exact eigenfunctions and 
values for the continuous in�nite board
problem� We look at the EFIE �� where the conductor surface is an in�nite plane with constant
surface impedance Z� Any current can be decomposed in longitudinal and transversal plane waves
so we will look at the result of the action of the operator on the left hand side of equation �� on
the separate plane waves�

We consider general plane waves with wavenumber q and current direction a

Jq�x� � aeiq�x � ���





The inductive �eld will be given by

EL
q

�x� �
ik

c

Z
G�x� � x�Jq�x��d�x�

�
ika

c

Z
G�x� � x�eiq�x

�

d�x�

�
ika

c
eiq�x

Z
G�y�eiq�yd�y

�
ika

c
eiq�x bG�q� � ���

where G�y� � e�ikjyj

jyj is the Green function and bG�q� is its �
dimensional Fourier transform� This

Fourier transform can not be calculated directly but when we �rst calculate the Fourier transform

of the regularised function e�ikjyj

jyj e��jyj and then let � go to zero we �nd that

bG�q� � �i ��p
k� � jqj��

for k �� jqj � ���

where the � denotes the complex conjugation of the root� In a similar fashion� we �nd the capacitive
�eld

EC
q

�x� �
i

ck
r
Z
G�x� � x�r� � Jq�x��d�x�

� � i

ck
�q � a�qeiq�x bG�q� ����

and the resistive part

ER
q

�x� � Zaeiq�x � ���

Adding this together we �nd

Eq�x� �

�
ik

c
bG�q�a � i

ck
�q � a� bG�q�q � Za

�
eiq�x � ����

and we see that Jq is an eigenfunction �Eq � ��q�Jq� if a is either parallel or orthogonal to q�
The parallel eigenvalues are

�k�q� �
i

c

�
k � jqj

�

k

� bG�q� � Z

�
��

c

�
� jqj

�

k�

� �

�

�

� Z ��	�

and the orthogonal eigenvalues are

���q� �
ik

c
bG�q� � Z

�
��

c

�
� jqj

�

k�

�� �

�

�

� Z � ����

These eigenvalues are plotted in Figure �� Note that the orthogonal currents have no charge
accumulation� so �� includes only inductive and resistive e�ects� This is re�ected in the fact that
���q� � k for jqj � k �short range interactions�� which is conform the factor � in the inductive
term in the EFIE ��� The longitudinal wave does have charge accumulation and therefore �k
includes capacitive e�ects� As a result we see that �k�q� � �k for jqj � k� which is conform the
factor �� in the capacitive term in the EFIE ���
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Figure �� The continuous eigenvalues of the longitudinal ��k� and transversal ���� current waves
in absence of resistance� To include resistance Z should be added to the eigenvalue� The absolute
value is shown while the text shows on which complex axis the values should be�

Note that� in absence of resistance� �k�jqj � k� � � which means that there is no external �eld
necessary to sustain this current� because the EFIE �� is already satis�ed� This also means that if
there is a driving force for this mode� it will grow without restriction� which is called resonance� In
a realistic problem� we have a �possibly small� resistance and we have a �nite system size� but we
can still expect damped resonances� In this case� a small driving force will result in large currents�
This also means that the discretised system has a very small eigenvalue� which can slow down the
convergence of an iterative solver�

We can also look at the eigenvalues and 
functions of the electrostatic potential operator ����
corresponding to the matrix D introduced in section �� Assuming a plane wave for the charge
density �q�x� � eiq�x� we get

Vq�x� �

Z
G�x� � x�eiq�x

�

d�x�

� eiq�x bG�q� � ����

which shows that �q�x� is an eigenvector with eigenvalue

���q� � bG�q� � ���i

k

�
� jqj

�

k�

�� �

�

�

� ����

Since the D operator uses r � J as input in stead of �� we get an extra factor i�� according to
equation �	�� resulting in

�D�q� �
i

�
���q� �

��

ck�

�
� jqj

�

k�

�� �

�

�

� ����

This has the same behaviour as ���q� in Figure �b but with a k�� scaling� We also see that
�D�q� � �k for jqj � k� as it should be�

A�� The in�nite wire

We will try to do the same for an in�nite wire� as we did above for the in�nite board� We will
consider an in�nitely long straight wire with radius R and surface impedance Z� Under the model

	



restriction that the current is in the tangential direction �parallel to the wire axis� and uniform
around the wire� we have Fourier basis for the surface current consisting of

Jq�x� � bzeiqxz � ����

where bz is the unit vector in the tangential direction and xz is the tangential component of x�
xz � bz � x� The resulting inductive �eld is given by

EL
q �x� �
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c

Z
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Z
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c
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where we now introduced a special 
dimensional Fourier transform of G on the wire surface ��
given by

eG�q� �

Z
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G�y�eiqyzd�y

�

Z
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e�ikjyj

jyj eiqyzd�y
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z
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Z ��

�
�

e�ikR
p
��� cos ��z�

p
�� � cos  � z�

cos�qRz�ddz � �	��

Unfortunately� this can not be calculated analyticly� Still� we continue with the capacitive �eld
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r
Z
�
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� � iq
�
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and the resistive part

ER
q �x� � Zbzeiq�x � �	��

Adding this all together we �nd

Eq�x� �

�
ik

c
eG�q�� iq�

ck
eG�q� � Z

�
Jq�x� � �		�

which shows that Jq is an eigenfunction with eigenvalue

��q� �
ik

c

�
� q�

k�

� eG�q� � Z � �	��

From this� we can already see that there is a resonance for q � k� unless a singularity ineG�q� changes this� This is not the case� since we know that this resonant mode is the so called
transverse electromagnetic �TEM� mode ��� chapter ��� Other resonant modes are not allowed by
the model restrictions mentioned at the beginning of this section� and could only occur at very
high frequencies �� � R��

Just as we did for the in�nite board� we can also look for the eigenfunctions an 
values of the
operator D for the wire� In exactly the same way� we get the eigenfunctions

r � J � eiqxz � �	��

with eigenvalues

�D�q� �
i

�
eG�q� � �	��
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Figure �� The continuous eigenvalues of the preconditioned operators ��P �q�� in absence of resis

tance� using a truncation distance of RT � ���� Only the real part is shown� the imaginary part
is small�

A�� Preconditioning with truncated interaction

As described in section �� we sparsify the matrix before we make the SAI preconditioner� We do this
by throwing away all elements except those that correspond to interactions between physically close
elements� We still expect good results for the highly oscillating eigenfunctions and we can verify
this using Fourier analysis� The sparse matrix corresponds to a truncated interaction operator�
We consider the operator truncated at distance RT � For this operator all analysis above will hold�
but now using the truncated Green function

GT �y� �

�
G�y� for jyj � RT

� for jyj 	 RT
� �	��

This means that the eigenfunctions of the truncated operator are the same as above� but the
eigenvalues are di�erent� which implies that the full operator� preconditioned with the inverse of
the truncated operator� also has the same eigenfunctions� The eigenvalues are those of the full
operator divided by those of the truncated operator� leading to �for Z���

�P �q� �
��q�

�T �q�
�

bG�q�bGT �q�
� �	��

for the parallel� orthogonal and the �D� eigenvalues on the plane� The truncated Fourier transformbGT can not be found analyticly� but we can make a numerical approximation� In Figure � we
show �P �q� for an example where RT � ���� We see that the high frequency tails of Figure �
have been preconditioned quite well� but that the low frequency part still has a pole�

In practice� the interaction is not truncated outside a pure circle� but outside some discretised
shape of the size of a few elements� Furthermore� we use an approximate inverse of this truncated
operator� in stead of the exact inverse� This means that� even in the limit of a very large board
and very �ne grid� we can expect deviations from this theoretical behaviour� but the general idea
will still apply�
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